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INTRODUCTION

It has been knovm for many years that the products of reactions

between dinitrogen tetroocide and various organic compounds vary

according to the solvent used. For exaugjle, in the absence of a

solvent, or with petroleum ether, the following reaction leads to

the formation of approximately equal amounts of products I and II.

CH3 CH3 CH3

C - CH - CHo ^2% ^ CHo - C CH - CH-, + CHo - C CH - CH-,

I

^ ^ II ^
\ \

CH3 ONO2 NO ONO NO2

I n
However, if diethyl ether is used as a solvent for the reaction,

product II is predominant. Similar differences in products are noted

with other solvents (1).

Since many common solvents are Lewis bases, and since dinitro-

gen tetroocide is a Lewis acid, it was reasonable to think that molecur-

lar addition compound formation between Lewis base solvents and dinitro-

gen tetroxide could perhaps be at least partially responsible for the

observed facts*

During the last decade, there has been considerable work

on the formation of addition compounds of dinitrogen tetroxide with

1
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ethers y amines^ and arcanatic h^rdrocsLrbons and their derivatives. It

has indeed been fovmd that such molecules form addition coispounds with

dinitrogen tetroocide (2), From the work that has been done, it appears

that dinitrogen tetroxide i'uiictions as a Lewis acid in one of two wajst

(a) as an undissociated molecule,

JO 0«

where one or two donor molecules, Bx, can attack the nitrogen atoms,

+B

N

—

a

B+

or, (b) as an ionic species after dissociation,

NgOj^ :^ NO"^ + NO^"

where the NO ion may be attacked by one or two donor molecules,

Bi ^N*t!OJ or B:^

—

>^'9,i
7 ^

B

The nitrogen - nitrogen bond distance in dinitrogen tetroxide

o p
is 1.6U A, as compared to 1.U7 A in hydrazine (2). Thus unusiiaUy

long nitrogen-nitrogen bond distance in dinitrogen tetroxide affords

a favorable steric condition for the increase in the coordination

number of nitrogen from thjree to four when dinitrogen tetroxide forms

addition compounds as in (a) above. Since donor molecules may approach

either end of the dinitrogen tetroxide molecule, it is a simple matter

for two donor molecules to unite with one molecule oi dinitrogen
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tetroxide when the addition con^xjimd contains dinitrogen tetroxide in

molecular form. It is to be expected, then, that addition compovinds

in which the undissociated molecule of dinitrogen tetroxide functions

as a Lewis acid will usually show a ratio of two moles of Lewis base

to CBxe mole of dinitrogen tetroxide*

If, however, dinitrogen tetroxide first ionizes before accepting

electrons, as in (b) above, the eitiiation is altered. Since only the

NO"*" ion can accept electron pairs from Lewis bases, steric considera-

tions strongly suggest that a 1:1 mole ratio for addition compoxmds

should lead to greater stability than a ratio of two moles of Lewis

base per mole of dinitrogen tetroxide. Likewise, electronic ccxisidera-

tions indicate much greater stability for a 1:1 mole ratio* Thus it

is to be expected that addition ccmpounds in which dinitrogen tetroxide

functions as a Lewis acid after first dissociating into NO and NOo"

ions will usually show a mole ratio of 1:1*

In an effort to elucidate further the formation of addition

compounds of dinitrogen tetroxide with Lewis bases, the present work

was undertaken. The addition compounds of ethers, amines, and sc»ne

aromatic electron donor systems having been fairly well investigated,

it was decided to extend the investigation to some aliphatic and

alicyclic sulfides.

The choice of the sulfides was made for several reasons:

first, the ether complexes had been characterized, and it was desirable

to compare them with the addition compounds where the next member of



the coqrgen family acts as the donor atom; secoad, the ixvfluence of the

relatively large size of the sulfur atom Tias of interest] and third,

informati<»i was sought concerning the mode of reaction, whether com-

pound formation would occur as in (a) above or by an ionic mechanism

such as (b) above. There wei^ strong indicatiaas from previous work

that some type of compound was formed between aliphatic sulfides and

dinitrogen tetroxide*

It was indeed found that some sulfides do form addition

conQ)ouads with dinitrogen tetroxide* These sulfide addition compounds,

though relatively stable solids at low temperatures, oxidize irmnediately

upon melting, th\;B making impossible the construction of phase diagrams.

The method of study involved measurement of the change in dielectric

constBiit in chloroform when solutions of dinitrogen tetroxide and the

various sulfides were mixed in varying molar proportions. Dielectric

constant measurements were used because they are easily made on

systems at low temperatures and because they give an insight into the

electrical properties of the systems.



HISTJRICAL REVIEW

Physical Properties of Dinltrogen Tetroxide * Dinitrogen

tetroxide freezes at -11,5°, and bolls at 21.2°. It has a specific

conductivity of 1.3 x 10"^^ ohm'^cm"''" at 17° (3), a dielectric con-

stant of 2.U2 at 18°, which shows little variation with temperatxire

(U)» and a dipole moment equal to or nearIjr equal to zero for both

liquid and gaseous phases (5).

Addition Compounds of Dinitrogen Tetroocide with Ethers .

Addition compounds between dinitrogen tetroxide and the following

ethers have been studied by construction of phase diagrams: ethyl

ether, tetrahydrofuran, tetrahydropyran, l,U-dioxane, /3- /3^-dichloro-

ethyl ether (6), n-propyl ether, isopropyl ether, n-butyl ether, t^

butyl ether, ethylene glycol ethyl ether, 1,3-dioxane, trioxane,

perfluorotetrahydrofuran, <<-meti^ltetrahydrofuran (7), trimethylene

QQclde, 2,5-dimethyltetrahydrof\iran, and 1,3-dloxolane (8). Most of

these molecules give addition compounds with a 2 »1 mole ratio of

ether to dinitrogen tetroxide. A few, particularly some cyclic

ethers, are capable of forming 1:1 addition compounds. The system

1,3-dioxolane-dinitrogen tetroxide shows a mole ratio of two moles

of ether to three moles of dinitrogen tetroxide.

ft-fl'^-dichloroethyl ether, perfluorotetrahydrofuran, and

5
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t-butyl ether do not form addition coopounds with dinitrogen tetroxide.

The presence of the highly electronegative groups on the former tiro

molecules apparently decreases the basic strength of the oxygen atom

so that no electron donation can occur. The failure of the latter

molecule to form an addition compound is presumably caused by steric

hindrance.

The usual stoichic»aetry of the ether addition compounds is

2tl for ether to dinitrogen tetroocLde. The compounds are white solids.

Magnetic susceptibility data show the addition compoxuads to be

diamagnetic. The absence of nitrogen dioxide radicals is clearly

indicated since nitrogen dioxide radicals are brown in color and are

paramagnetic. The characteristics of the viltra-violet spectra of

these con?)Ounds show that ionic species like NO"*", NO^^", NO2*, or N02~

are absent. These facts indicate strcxigly that the addition compounds

are of the molecular type. That is, dinitrogen tetroxide apparently

functions as a Lewis acid while retaining its molecular identity (2).

Dinitrogen tetroxide and l,U-dioxane form an addition compound

idiere they are in a mole ratio of 1:1. This compoxmd has a melting

point of US^* which is far above the melting points of any of the

other ether-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds. The reason for

this unusual stabiU^ lies in the fact that a small activation

energy suffices to convert IjU-dioxane from its more usual "chair"

form to the "boat" form. In the "boat" form, the two oxygen atoms

approach each other closely enough to donate electrons to both nitrogen
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atoms in a single molecule of dinitrogen tetroocide. A. cyclic structure

results which accoimts for the 1:1 stolchiometry* The compactness of

the structure apparently allows favorable packing in the crystal

lattice and leads to the relatively high melting point. With 1,3-

dioxane this same phencuaenon is observed, though the steric factors

are not as favorable as with l,U-dioxane. The melting point of the

1,3-diQxane addition coai5)ound is 2°, which is still far above most

of the ether-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds. The fact that

tetrahydrofxiran and trimethylene oxide can also form 1:1 addition

compounds remains unexplained. These molecules have but one basic

center, so that no cyclization can occur as with the dioxanes. The

explanation for the 2:3 mole ratio of 1,3-^iiQxolane to dinitrogen

tetroxide is not known.

Addition Congaounds of Dinitrogen Tetroxide with Amines .

Addition compounds between dinitrogen tetroxide and the following

tertiary amines have been studied: Krridine, quinollne, isoquinoline,

c<-picoline, T-picoline, aoridine, 2,6-lutidine, 2-inethylquinoline

(9), triethylamine (9), (10), trimsthylamine, dimethylmesidine,

dimetiylaniline, and N-methyldiphenylamine (10). These compounds are

yellow or red ciystalline solids at low ten?)eratures and are analogous

to complexes with nltrosyl chloride, with respect to ultra<^iolet

spectra. Since sxich addition compotmds with nitrosyl chloride increase

the COTiductivity of solvents in which they are dissolved (10), (11),

it is felt that they are ionic. £|y analogy, it is assumed that such
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complexes of dinitrogen tetroxide are also ionic. In support of this

idea is the fact that the solid complexes of dinitrogen tetroxide have

very low solubilities in ethers and hydrocarbons, but are more soluble

in more polar solvents like chlorinated hydrocarbons. If dinitrogen

tetroxide does dissociate into NO'*' and NOo" ions, it would be reasonable

to expect Itl additi(»i compounds to predominate. It is found that the

Itl type addition compound is usually formed for tertiary amines and

dinitrogen tetroxide, though a 2tl mole ratio of amine to dinitrogen

tetroxide is also sometimes formed with heterocyclic amines. Pyridine

gave a mole ratio of 2:3 for pyridine to dinitrogen tetroxide, as well

as the more usual ratios of 1>1 and 2:1*

It has been suggested that addition c<xiQ>ounds with strong

electron donors such as the aliphatic tertiary amines exist as ionic

compounds in both the solid and liquid state, whereas the weaker

electron-dcsiating heterocyclic amines give molecular compoxmds in the

solid state, but undergo dissociation to some extent to give some of

the ionic type compound in solution (12), Sterically hindered 2,6-

lutidine and 2-^nethylquinoline give no compounds with dinitrogen

tetroocide* When a ^reat excess of dinitrogen tetroxide is added to

aliphatic tertiary amines, unstable solid compounds result which

C(»itain very high mole ratios oi dinitrogen tetroxide to amine*

Compounds with Other QjQrgen-Containing Lewie Bases . Other

oxygen-containing Lewis bases which have been studied include the

following: dimethyl nltrosamine, diethyl nitrosamine, methyl phenyl
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nitrosamine, ethyl phenyl nitrosamine, pentamethylene nitrosandne,

methyl phenyl ketone « acetic acidj ethyl benzoate, acetone^ benzal-

dehyde (12) , ethyl acetate, benzophenone, and acetic anhydride (13)

•

All give addition compounds ^th a mole ratio of Lewis base to

dinitrogen tetroxlde of 2:1, except benzophencHie and acetic anhydride

which also give 1:1 addition compounds, benzaldehyde, which gives

only a 1:1 compound, and pentametl^lene nitrosamine which gives 1:1

and 3:1 compotmds, but no 2:1 compound* The usual mole ratio of 2:1

of nitrosamine to dinitrogen tetroxide indicates that in the solid

phase at least, these compounds are perhaps molecular in character*

However, solutions of diethyl nitrosamine in liquid dinitrogen tetroxide

of the 2:1 ratio at 0° have a specific conductivity of 3.5 x 10"** ohm""-^

cm~^ (lit), indicating considerable ionic dissociation of the nitrosamine

addition compounds in solution, at this teiqperature

•

The appearance of 1:1 addition compounds with benzophenone

and benzaldehyde, both of which would have only small donating power

through the oxygen atoms, can be explained on the basis of the fact

that »« orbitals of the aronatic rings overlap with vacant p orbitals

on the nitrogen atoms in dinitrogen tetroxide. Support is given this

idea by the fact that 1:1 ccanpounds are formed between dinitrogen

tetroxide and the following aromatic compounds : benzene, toluene,

mesitylene, tetrahydronaphthalene, phenyl cyanide, benzyl cyanide,

nitrobenzene (12), and £-tolyl cyanide (13). Most of these addition

con^DOTinds are either orange or red, Dinitrogen tetroxide forms no
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solid phase COTipounds with £-ocylene, cyclohexane, chlorobenzene, or

bromobenzene, although solutions of £-xylene in dinitrogen tetroxide

at -20° have a deep red-brovm color (12)«

Acetonitrile and A-chloropropionitrile give solid phase

oompounds niith dinitrogen tetroxide of the 2tl type« though a Itl

compound is also formed with acetonitrile (12)*

Structures of the Dinitrogen Tetroxide Addition Compounds *

Nitrosyl chloride usually functions as a Leiiis acid after dissociation

into NO* and Cl~ ions. The NO* ion can accept electrons from Lewis

bases, Nitrosyl chloride does not form solid phase ccmipounds with

benzene, l,U-diQxane, phenyl cyanide, or pyridine (12), This fact

lends support to the belief that the addition ccMpounds which dinitrogen

tetroxide does form with these substances are primarily molecular

rather than ionic*

The melting points of the various addition compounds correlate

approQcimately with the proposed structure type. Ionic type addition

compounds have higher melting points than molec\ilar types although

the melting points of both types > as a rule, are sc^newhat below Q°»

The most notable exception to this generality is the very stable

cyclic l,ii-dioxane-dinitrogen tetroxide molecular type addition compound.

In light of all the evidence concerning the above dinitrogen

tetroxide addition compounds, it is reasonable to assume that in solu-

tion, the following equilibria exist:



n
(BnN0*)(N03") N nB+N20^ N N20U'nB

In the case of the strcmgest donors, such as aliphatic tertiary

amines, the equilibrium is shifted considerably to the ionic side,

even in the solid state. With somewhat weaker doners, like nitros-

amines or heterocyclic aniines, the solid ccsmpounds are predoaninately

molecular. In solution, however, some ionic dissociation probably

occurs, vath the weak donors, like the ethers or aromatic hydrocarbons,

the equilibrium probably lies almost totally to the right, both in

solution and in the solid state.

Classification of Addition Compounds of Dinitrogen Tetroxide

nith Electron Donors . Donor molecules with their unshared pairs of

electrons in an s or p orbital, or some Iqrbrid of these, have been

called "onium donors," while donors with available electrons in a

molecular orbital have been called "tt donors." There arise four

possible general classifications for the dinitrogen tetroxide addition

compounds on the basis of the type of dcaior molecule t (a) molecular

compounds with "onium donors," like the ethersj (b) ionic compounds

with "onium donors," like the tertiaiy amines j (c) molecular compounds

with " IT donors," like the aromatic hydrocarbons; (d) icKiic compounds

with " TT donors," of which type none have been observed (12), (2).

There are, of course, overlapping cases such as the heterocyclic amines,

which are intermediate between types (a) and (b) in solution, but shift

to type (a) to a large extent in the solid phase.
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Prior liork with Dinitrogen Tetroxlde and Svdfui-Contalning

Lewis Bases . The first work with aliphatic sulfides and dinitrogen

tetroxide was reported by Addison and Sheldon in 1956 (15) • These

workers found that dinitrogen tetroxide and aliphatic siilfides give

red solids at temperatures near -70°, but that the red solids melt

with imitffidiate oxidation-reduction a little above this temperature.

The product of the oxidation was found to be the corresponding sulfoxide,

in almost quantitative yield. None of the corresponding sxilfones

were found as products. This fact suggests that dinitrogen tetroxide

and the aliphatic sulfoxides form stable compounds which inhibit further

ooddation of the sulfur. Indeed, it was found that dimethyl sulfoxide,

diethyl svilfoxide, and dl-n-propyl sulfoxide all give solid compounds

with dinitrogen tetroxide, which have a 1:1 stoichiometry. Di-iso-

propyl sulfoxide and dinitrogen tetroxide give a 2tl compound as well

as a 1:1 compound. All of these addition ccjmpounds are fairly stable,

with melting points of 38°, lli°, and 20° for the former compounds,

respectively, while that for the 2:1 dl-lsopropyl sulfoxide-dlnltrogen

tetroxide compound is -3° and that for the 1:1 con?)ound, -10°.

Addison and Sheldon further found that diethyl sulfone gives

no confound with dinitrogen tetroxide. The conclusion they drew is

that electron donation occurs pjrimarily from the siilfur atom rather

than from the sulfoxide oxygen atom. The compounds were formulated

as molecular in character; the 1:1 stoichiometry is explained on the

basis of sulfoxide oxygen participation with the other nitrogen atom.
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The existence of a 2tl coiig)Oiind with di-isopropyl sulfoxide

may be caused by stertc factors -vhich place the sulfoxide oxygen atom

at too great a distance from the nitrogen atom for interaction. If

such is the case, the second nitrogen atom would then be free to accept

a pair of electrons from the svilfur atom of another sulfoxide molecule*

Job's Method of Continuous Variations . If scai» physical property

which is specific to an addition compound is measured as a function of

the mole ratio of the compcxients of that compound, keeping total

moles of compc8ients constant, it is easily shomrthat a maximum or a

minimum in the property should result when the mole ratio of the

components corresponds to that of the compound. The usefulness of this

fact was first realized by P. Job (16), and the method is now usually

referred to as "Job's method of continuous variations." Any convenient

physical property may be used, but it should be specific to the com-

pound under stiidy, or at least the contribution to the property by

the individual compaients must be known. Spectrophotometric studies

(17), (18), (19) are usually used in "Job's method," but other properties

have also been used, for example, conductance (20).

¥nen spectrophotometidc analysis is employed, the usual pro-

cedure is to pick a suitable wavelength and measxire optical density

'''See Appendix I*



as a function of mole ratio of con^onents^ keeping the total number

of moles constant. The difference betvreen the observed optical density

and the sum of the optical densities of the individual components

in solution, had there been no interaction, is calculated. This

difference is then plotted as a fvLiction of the mole ratio of the

components, and a maximum indicates a compound of the formula in-

dicated by the mole z^tio of comp(»ients at that point.

There are complications irhen more than one compound is formed.

It has been shown (21) that when two compounds are formed, the physical

property first reaches a maximum at a mole ratio which is below the

actual mole ratio of the first compound, uriiile the physical property

reaches a seccxid maximum at a mole ratio vfhich is above the actual

mole ratio of the second ctxspound. The displacements are usually

small, however, and introduce little error if the mole ratios of the

two coinpounds are not close to each other.

Dielectric constant measuz>ements have been used to study the

formation of molecular addition compounds. For exanQ)le, JiicCusker,

et_al. (22), (23), (21;) measured the dielectric constants of solutions

of various inorganic halides in dioxane. They did not, however, use

the variations method in interpreting their resiilts. Apparently,

dielectric constant has not previoiisly been used as the physical

property for a variations study.



£KPE£IUENmL PROCEDURES

Ifethods of AnaJjrsls of Sulfide-Dinltrogen Tetraxide Systems .

The primary method of analysis of the aliphatic and alicyolic sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide systems employed in this work was that of "Job's

method of continuous variations" using dielectric caistant as the

physical property measured. Chloroform was used as the solvent. A

few ether-dinitrogen tetroxide systems in chloroform were also stvdied

using this method.

Cryoscopic measurements were made on two of the more stable

sulfide addition compounds in chloroform solutions in order to get a

measure of the degree of dissociation of the compounds.

Solubilities of the addition compouiids in several solvents

besides chloroform were determined.

Finally, the oxidation of dithiane and trithiane by dinitrogen

tetroxide was investigated.

Purification of Materials . Dinitrogen tetroxide was prepared

by condensation of commercial nitrogen dioxide. Traces of nitric

oxide are usually present in commercial nitrogen dioxide. Nitric

oxide combines with nitrogen dioxide to form dinitrogen trioxide,

which is deep blue in color in the liquid or solid state (B. P. 5°)»

The presence of an in^urity from this source in nitrogen dioxide is

15
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thvis easily detected by condensing the nitrogen dioxide to liquid or

solid dinitrogen tetroxide. Any bl\ie or greenish-blue coloration

indicates the presence of dinitrogen trioad.de. At first, the dinitro-

gen triOQtide was converted into dinitrogen tetroxide by bidabling oxygen

gas through the impure dinitrogen tetroxide at 0° until the greenish

solution became brovm* However, it was later found that the traces

of nitric oxide could be removed by passing the gas at a moderate

rate from the cylinder directly through a short glass tube (10 cm*

long and 1*5 cm* in diameter) filled with phosphorus (7) oxide and

sand* The nitrogen dioad.de was condensed to snow white solid

dixiitrogen tetroxide in a glass trap cooled by a chloroform-carbon

tetrachloride-dry ice mixtiire* Freezing point measurements indicated

"Uiat the dinitrogen tetroxide obtained from this treatment was quite

pure* Exactly how the purification was effected by the phosphorus (V)

oxide and sand is unexplained* Ccxaplete drying of the dinitrogen

tetroxide was obtained by warming the trap to room ten?>erature and

slowly distilling the dinitrogen tetroxide through a longer glass tube

(I4O cm* loig and 2 cm* in diameter) filled with phosphorus (V) oxide

and sand into a transfer cell (Fig. 1) cooled by the dry ice mixture.

The traxisfer cell was kept in a refrigerator at about S° until the

dinitrogen tetroxide was needed* The pure dinitrogen tetroxide could

be conveniently stored for several months in this manner* G]bi ss

apparatus was used as far as possible in handling the dinitrogen

tetroxide, but some connecticxis were made with thin-walled Teflon
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Pig. 1 - N20^ Transfer Cell
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tubing. The Teflon showed no signs of decomposition after two years

of use*

The aliphatic sulfides investigated in this work weret

bis-(chlorofflethyl) sulfide, dimethyl sulfide, diethyl sulfide, di-n-

propyl sulfide, di-n-butyl sulfide, and di-isoarayl sulfide. The

alicyclic sulfides studied were l,ii-dithiane and trithiane. The

following ethers were also investigated! l,U-diaxane, n-butyl ether,

and tetrahydropyran. All of these substances with the exception of

dithiane were obtained frcwa cranmercial sources. The liquids were

dried and distilled; the constant boiling iniddle cut was retained.

A list of the compounds obtained commercially is found in Table 1.

Dithiane was synthesized by a method similar to one repoi^d

in the literature by Lfeisson (25), in which dithiane is prepared Ir/ the

reaction of potassium sulfide with ethylene dibromid^ in alcohol

solution. A mixture of 600 ml. of 9S per cent ethanol and 250 g. of

potassium hydroxide was saturated with hyiirogen sulfide gas. This

mixture was then placed in a large round bottom flask fitted with

dropping funnel, stirrer, and reflux condenser. With rapid stirring,

282 g. of ethylene dibromide was added dropwise at a rate siifficient

to maintain gentle reflux, the heat of reaction being sufficient to

accomplish this. After all the ethylene dibromide had been added,

the mixture was warmed to maintain a gentle reflux for two more hours.

At the end of that time, the mixture, iifhich was a white paste, was

steam distilled. About 500 ral. of a clear, colorless alcohoUc
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TkBLK 1

COMPOUNDS OBTAINED COMMERCIA.LLT

Substance
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foreinm was obtained. It uas diluted to two liters "with water and

placed in a refrigerator. Solid dithiane ciystallized in a short time.

Continued steam distillation of the reacticxi mixture carried over

solid dithiane. The total amount of dithiane produced was about 18 g.

The yield was only 20 per cent, but the product was of high purity.

One jrecrystallization from 9B per cent ethanol produced a snow white,

almost odorless product. M. P. 111,2-112,0°, Lit, 111-12°,

Chloroform of U,S.P. grade was obtained from Fisher Chemical

Company, It was allowed to stand for at least a week over anhydrous

calcium chloride. Following this treatment, it was fractionated in

a 121 cm, heated column, packed with gles helices, at a reflux ratio

of about 50 il. The alcohol azeotrope distilled at 59°« When the head

temperature became 61°, the reflux ratio was decreased and the chloro*

form collected. The 61° fraction was immediately fractionated in an

87 cm, heated col\imn, packed with small saddles, at a reflux ratio

of about 5*1" After removal of a small forerun, chloroform boiling

at 6l,2-.30 was collected. The literature value is 61.2°. Since

chloroform which has had the alcohol removed is susceptible to oxida-

tion, the fracti<»iations were carried out immediately prior to using

the chloroform.

Dielectric Ccmstant Measurements . The dielectric constants

of the various solutions of the addition compounds irere measured by

the heterodyne beat method. The instinament used consists essentially

of a fixed quartz crystal oscillator operating at 250 kilocycles in
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conjunction with a vacuum tube oscillator of variable frequency con-

trolled by the adjustment of a precision condenser. The resistance

and inductance reniaiQ substantially constant* A one kilocycle tuning

fork is beat against the difference between the fixed and variable

oscillators. An oscilloscope iwas used so that visual as well as

audible means were employed to determine when the constant difference

of CKie kilocycle obtained between the quartz and variable oscillators.

After such balance of the system was obtained without the measuring

cell containing the solution under study, the cell was connected in

parallel with the precision condenser and balance then re-established

by manipulation of the precision condenser. The difference in

capacitance to the nearest tenth of a micro-micro farad between the

balanced system without the measuring cell and the balanced system

with the measiiring cell was read directly from the precision condenser.

This difference gave the capacitance of the measuring cell. The

dielectric constants of the solutions were calculated by dividing the

capacitance of the measuring cell with the particular solution as the

dielectric by the capacitance of the cell with diy air between the

plates (26).

Th« measuring cell (Fig. 2) used in these studies was obtained

from J. C. Balsbaugh, Marshfield Hills, Jfassachusetts, type 2TN50,

It was constructed of pyrex Ignpe glass. The capacitance of the glass

and wire leads was obtained by zieasuring the dielectric constant of

a constant boiling fraction of Eastman spectral grade iso-octane, at
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-60**. A ten^jerature correction to the dielectric constant of iso-

octane was applied by the relation*

6^ - U9hO - 0.001l42(t - 20) (27)

The temperature of the measuring cell "was controlled by means

of a Dewar flask fitted with a calibrated toluene-in-g3a ss ther-

mometer (Fig. 3). A chloroform and carbon tetrachloride solution was

cooled to the temperature at which the measurements were to be taken

and small pieces of dry ice added frcan time to time as necessary to

maintain the low temperature. Most of the measurements were made at

-60°.

Standard solutions of dinitrogen tetroxide in chloroform were

prepared using an all glass apparatus (Fig. U)* Receiver A was filled

with approximately 15 ml. of chlorofonn. With ball joint B sealed,

the entire receiver was weighed to the nearest milligram. The female

bridge was then attached to ball joint B so as to connect the dinitro-

gen tetroocide transfer cell. With stopcock C open and stopcock D

closed, receiver A was cooled to -50° to -60°. Stopcock D was then

opened and dinitrogen tetroxide allowed to distill into receiver A.

The rate of distillation could be controlled by regvilating the height

of the cooling bath and warming the dinitrogen tetroxide transfer

cell with the hand. From time to time, stopcocks C and D were closed

and the transfer cell was removed and weighed in order to get an

approximate measure of the dinitrogen tetroxide which had distilled.

When the desired amount, plus a small excess, had distilled, the
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cooling bath was removed, stopcock D closed, and the transfer cell

removed. As the receiver A warmed to rocan temperature, sane of the

dinitrogen tetroxide would unavoidably be lost by volitilization.

Frtm experience, this loss could be estimated and the necessary excess

added as mentioned. After the receiver A had warmed to room tempera-

ture, ball joint B was again sealed and the receiver weighed to the

nearest milligram. By difference, the weight of dinitrogen tetroxide

added to the chloroform was obtained. Cap E was then removed and the

standard taper male joint inserted into a volumetric flask containing

about 50 ml. of chloroform. By careful pouring, the dinitrogen

tetroxide-chloroform solution in receiver A was transferred to the

volumetric flask. The receiver was rinsed several times with chloro-

form and these washings added to the volumetric flask. The volumetric

flask was then diluted to the mark with chloroform, at room temperature.

The standard sulfide and ether solutions in chloroform were prepared

by directly weighing the components of the solutions.

The concentraticais of solutions employed were about 0.05 -

0.06M since, at such fanall concentratiois, the dielectric constant

of the separate dinitrogen tetroxide and sulfide and ether solutions

at -60° was essentially that of pure chloroform at -60°. Also, at

these concentrations, loss by evaporation of dinitrogen tetraod.de is

slight and was shown to introduce only small error.

2
See Appendix II.
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Provided volumes are additive, the varying of mole ratios of

the canponents of a compound, as required in the method of caatinuous

variation, may be accomplished b(y varying the relative volumes of

solutions which contain each of the components at equal concentrations

irhile always holding the total volume constant (16), (28)* This method

was employed since volumes certainly are substantially additive at a

concentration of 0«06m«

Total volume in the cell was held at 50 ml., measured at room

temperature. At -^'^, the voliime was approociraately kS ml. The observed

vol\ime contraction is in good agreement with the efxpected contraction

for pure chloroform at the same temperature, irtiich reinforces the

assumption of additivity of volumes. A typical experiment was carried

out as follows 1 20 ml. of a 0.06M solution of the sulfide was

pipetted into the glass measuring cell, and the cell was then fitted

with a drying tube filled with phosphorus (V) oocide and sand. Next,

30 ml. of a 0#06m solution of d1 nitrogen tetroxide was pipetted into

a cylinder bent at the top and equipped with a male joint which would

fit into the dielectric constant measuring cell. This cylinder was

likewise fitted with a dzying tube filled with phosphorus (V) oocide

and sand. Both the neasuring cell and the cylinder were then immersed

in a cooling bath at -78° for about two minutes. At the end of this

time, the drying tubes were removed, the cylinder was fitted into the

measuring cell, and the cooled solutions were mixed. The cell, with

the cylinder still attached, was then returned to the cooling bath
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for a little laager and shaken cxjcasioially to insure thorough mixing*

In the case of the sulfide-<iinitz*ogen tetrozide systeus, the colorless

solutions of the two coiBp(»ient8 form a red solution upon ndjcing*

Finally, the measiiring cell, with the cylinder, was placed in the Dewar

flask containing chloroform and the carbon tetrachloride at the tempera-

ture at which the measurement was to be made* The cylinder was then

removed and the nickel condenser fitted into the measuring cell* The

system was allored to stand twenly minutes to establish temperature

equilibrium* Small pieces of dry ice were added to the Dewar flask

as necessary* kt the end of twenty minutes, the capacitance of the

cell was measured* Determination of the temperature of the solution

in the cell immediately after taking the capacitance measurement in

every case showed its temperature to be equal to that indicated by

the thermometer in the cooling bath of the Dewar flask* Theoretical

calculations'^ also predict that temperature equilibrium was reached*

Frcai experiments such as that just described, the dielectric constant

of a solution in which the mole ratio of sulfide to dinitrogen tetroxide

is 2 13 was obtained* The dielectric constants of solutions with other

mole ratios were obtained in the same way by using different volume

proportions; e*g*, using 25 ml* of each solution would give data for

a 1:1 mole ratio*

Measurements of Freezing Point Depression * The lowering of

the freezing point of chloroform solutions of two of the more stable

3See Appendix III.
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sulfide addition compounds was measured. Using solutions In which

the sulfide to dinltrogen tetroocide mole ratio was that as indicated

for the addition compound by the dielectric constant studies, a cal-

culation of the degree of dissociation of the addition compound was

possible. The molal freezing point depression of chloroform was

determined from solutions of known concentrations of dinltrogen

tetroxide

.

A variable range, variable zero Speedcxaax, l^pe Q, Leeds

and Northarup Recording Potentiometer fitted with a copper-constantan

thermocouple was used to measure temperature. The freezing point

cell (Fig. 5) iras equipped with a thermocouple well filled with

iso-octane to insure good thermal contact. The solutions were stirred

constantly as the temperature was lowered in a chloroform-carbon

tetrachloride-dry ice bath. The stirring -was accomplished by a glass

spiral, the top part of which was cainected to a sealed glass tube

containing an iron slug. A solenoid was placed around the upper part

of the freezing point cell in such a manner that by alternate activa-

tion and deactivation, the stirrer was agitated. Alternate activation

and deactivation of the solenoid was obtained by means of a small

constant-speed motor which turned a split ring commutator on brvishes

in series with a rheostat which poirer^d the solenoid.

Attempts to Isolate Solid Conylexes . I&ny attempts were made

to precipitate the svilfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds

out of solution. The compounds ai^ vezy soluble in chloroform,

giving yellow^red to red solutions. They are also quite soluble in
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ethyl ether, giving yellowish solutions. In ether solutions, they

seem to be fairly susceptible to oocidation-reduction, the solutions

often becwning greenish in color after a few minutes, even at -78°,

The compotrnds are very solvible in acetone, giving colors similar to

the chloroform soluticxis except darker* In hexane, yelloir solutions

result, though the compounds are only moderately soluble. At -78°,

in hexane solutions, a tar-like substance settles out after a few hours*

The color of this tar-like substance depends upon the c<»icent]rations

of the dinitrogen tetroxide and sulfide solutions* When dilute solu-

tions are mixed, tht tar is brownish green, whereas with more concent

trated solutions, the color is red* No well-defined ciystalllne solid

could ever be isolated, however*

ka soon as the temperat\u:% of any of these solutions is

allowed to rise much above -50°, the solutions containing aliphatic

sulfides and dinitrogen tetroxide turn green* Cooling does not re-

store the original color. If, however, trithiane or dithiane is

used as the sulfide, warming the solution, even to room temperature,

does not produce a ^reen color, but simply the brown color of nitrogen

dioxide. Brown fumes can be seen above the solution. Upon cooling

these solutions to around -50°, the original purple to red color is

restored. This reversible color change can be made to occur several

times before oxidation-reduction renders the change impossible.

Numerous attempts wei^ made to isolate pure solid addition

compounds by adding a given sulfide to a large excess of dinitrogen
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tetraxide at -50 to -55 • The solid mixture of addition coi^ound

and excess dinitrogen tetroxide was then subjected to reduced pressure

in an attempt to remove the excess dinitrogen tetroxide^ irhich has a

vapor pressure in excess of one millimeter of mercury at -55 °» The

dry, red solids which result were hydrolyzed with a 0«5M NaOH in

50 per cent ethanol solution. Total nitrogen and sulfur analyses

were obtained to determine mole ratios of addition compound c(^-

stituents, assuming only dinitrogen tetroxide and the particular

sulfide to be the compaients. No ccmsistent results could be obtained.

Relative excesses of dinitrogen tetroxide and length of vacuum applica-

tions were varied considerably in different experiments. Apparently

the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition co9i;}ovtnds are not stable at

pressures around one millimeter of mercury, even at -50° to -55 .

Most of these experiments were carried out in a specially

designed all-glass reaction apparatus (Fig. 6).

Oxidation of Dithiane and Trithiane by Dinitrogen Tetroxide .

A large excess of dinitrogen tetraxide was distilled directly onto

solid dithiane in the reaction apparatus. The temperature of the

mixture was brought to 0° and held for about 12 hours. At the end

of that time, the solution was blue with a white solid on the bottom

of the container. Excess dinitrogen tetraxide was removed by vaciotm.

The solid residue decomposed at 225-30°» After recrystallization from

95 per cent ethanol, the resulting solid decomposed at 263-5°. Sub-
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Pig. 6 - Gla33 Reaction Apparatus
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liiiiation of the solid which decomposed at 225-30°, gave anotixer white

solid, which, ai'ter recrystalliziation from 95 per cent ethanol,

melted at 205-7° • It was found that addition of excess oinitrogen

tetroxide at 0° for a few hours to the solid decomposing at 263-5°,

followed by removal of excess dinitrogen tetroxide, reforms the

white solid decomposing at 225-30°. Elementary analyses for nitrogen

and sulfiir were performed on these white solids. A quantitative

carbon and hydrogen determination was made on the solid melting at

205-7°.

A similar treafcaent of trithiane with liquid dinitrogen

tetroxide resulted in the formation of an amorphous, yellow solid,

which was insoluble in all ordinary solvents. The substance contained

some free sulfur, but no crystallization could be indioced after ex-

traction with carbon disulfide. Sublimation of the substance led to

its complete decomposition with the production of gaseous products

with foul sulfide-like odors.



RESULTS

Dielectric Constant Measurenents « Results for all systems

stxidied by means of meastirement of their dielectric constants in

chloroform solutions are presented in tables 2 through 11. Listed

in these tables are the folloiwing: the temperature in degrees

Centigrade, T, at which the measurement was made; the molarity, M,

of both the sulfide and dinitrogen tetroxide solutions before mixing;

the color of the solution after mixing, i#e., the color of the addition

canpound in solution^ the volumes in milliliters of the sulfide and

dinitrogen tetroixide solutions; the mole ratio of sulfide to dinitrogen

tetroQcide in the solution after mixing; and, final3jr, the dielectric

constant, € , of the solution.

For those sulfide-dinltrogen tetroxide systems which show a

significant increase in dielectric constant over the dielectric con-

stant of chloroform, and hence are amenable to suialysis by Job*s

method of ccxitinuous variations, the data, for -60.0°, are also

presented graphically in figures 7 through 11.

The dielectric constant of pure chloroform at -60° was fovind

to be 6.75.

35
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TkSlE 2

SYSTEM « DMErrfYL SULFIDE - DINITHOGEN TETEOXIDE

Color
K'ils. Mis* Mole Ratio
Sulfide }i2% Sulfide/NgO^ i
Soln. Sola*

-60.0°
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TABLE h

STSlSMr DIETHYL SULFIDE - DINITRDGEN TETEOXIDB

Color
Alls. Mis. Mole Ratio

Sulfide N20^ Sulfide/N20j^ €
Soln. Soln.

-60.0°
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mBLE 5

SYSTEM: DI-n-PROPYL SULFIDE - DINimDGEN TETROXIDE

T Color
isCLs. i£Ls. Mole Katio

Sulfide N20^ Siaficie/K2QU ^
Soln. Soln*

-60.0°
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mBLE 6

SYSTEM: DI-n-BUTIL SULFIDE - DINITRDGEN TETROXIDE

Color
lOs. Mis* Mole Ratio
Sulfide N2'^U Suli'ide/H20^ £
Soln* Soln*

-60.0°
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TA.BLE 7

SYSTEM J DI-ISOAiHL SULFIDE - DINITROGEN TETROXIDE

lOs. lOs. Mole Ratio

Color Sulfide N20^ Sulfide/N20^ €

-60.0° 0*060 Orange-red

-60 ,0° 0,060 Dark orange-red

-60.0° 0.060 Dark orange-red

-60.0° 0.060 Dark orange-red

-60.0° 0.060 Dark orange-red

-60.0° 0.060 Orange-red

-60.0° 0.060 Ked-orange

-60.0° 0.060 Red-orange

-60.0° 0.060 Yelloir-orange

Soln.



T&£LE 8

SYSTEM! 1,U-DITHI&NE - DINITBOGEN TETRDXIDE

Color*
Mis* Mis. Mole Ratio

Sulfide NgO. SxOfide/NpO.
Soln, Sola,

^

-60.0° 0.0U6 Pale yelloir 1.0 U9.0 I1I49 6.81i

-60.0° O.OU6 Pale red-orange 5.0 U5«0 1:9 6.86

-60.0° 0.0U6 Pale red-orange 10.0 UO.O l:l4 6.82

-60.0° 0.0U6 Pale red-orange 15.0 35.0 1:2.3 6.79

-60.0° 0.OU6 Very pale orange- 25.0 25.0 1:1 6.7U
yellow

-60.0° 0.0U6 Very pale yellow l*ii.O 16.0 l:0.11i 6.69

-60.0° 0.060 Very pale yellow 25.0 25.0 1:1 ••

»Thez^ was an induction period of about a minute after mixing
the colorless solutions before the color appeared as described.

mBLE 9

SYSTEM: n-BUTYL ETHER - DINITROGEN TETHOXIDE

Color
Mis. Mis. Mole Ratio
Ether N20j^ Ether/N20[^
Soln. Soln.

-60.0° 0.05 Colorless

-60.0° 0.05 Colorless

-60.0° 0.05 Colorless

15*0
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TkEl£ 10

SYSTEM: TETHAJIYDROPYKKi^ - DINITHOGEN TETROXIDE

Color*
Ml8. lOs. Uole Ratio
Ether N20^ Ether/N20^
Soln, Soln.

-60.0°
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10.0 ^7o 3o7o Ij^olo'

KLs. 0.062u Dimethyl sulfide

Fig. 7 - Dimethyl Sulfide-Dinitrog«n Tetroxide

10.0 20.0 30.0 14-0.0

>as. 0.060M Diethyl sulfide

Pig. 8 - Diethyl Sulfide- Dinitrogen Tetroxide
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10.0 20.0 5075" IpOTU"

Mis. O.O6OH Di-n-propyl sulfide.

Pig. 9 - Di-n-propyl Sulfide- Dinitrogen Tetroxlde
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10.0 20.0 3070 Ij-O.O

I'Qs. O.06OM Di-isoamyl sulfide

Pig. 11 - Di-isoamyl Sulfide-Dinitrogen Tetroxide
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Measurements of Freezing Point Depression . The results of

the measurements of freezing point depi^ssioris on the systems di-n-

butyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide and di-isoarayl sulfide-dinitrogen

tetroxide are presented in Table 12,

The raolal freezing point depression COTistant, K^, was deter-

mined using a 0,029m N20|,-in-chloroform solution, A depression of

l,iil° was noted for this solution, which, when substituted into the

Illation:

gives a value for K^ of U8,6, Using this value and the measured

freezing point depression, ^T, for these solutions, the molality,

m, of total species in solution was calculated. The solutions on

which the measurements were made contained the sulfide and dinitrot^en

tetroxide in the mole ratio corresponding to the mole ratio at the

maximum in their dielectric constant curves, viz., a ratio of sulfide

to dinitrogen tetroxide of 2:3. With the assiomption that the only-

species in these solutions are the addition compoiinds and unccmbined

sulfide and dinitrogen tetroxide molecules, the degree of dissociation,

o< , was calculated and is included in the results.

IA£LE 12

FREEZKG POINT DEPRESSION

System AT ra c^

Di-n-butyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide 1.U7 0.030 0.58

Di-isoamyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide 1.25 0.026 0.U7
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Oxidation of Dlthiane -sri-th Dinltrogen Tetroxlde * The reaction

between l,U"-dithiane and dinitrogen tetroxide gave a solid product,

which decomposed at 225-30°, and was found to contain sulfur and nitro-

gen. After recrystallization, the white solid decomposed at 263-5°»

and was found to contain sulfur, but no nitrogen. This latter product

was identified by its decompositicaa point and crystal structure (29)

as mostly dithiane o<-disulfoxide (trans form) and a siaall amount of

dlthiane S-disulfoxide (cis form). Addition of dinitrogen tetroxide

to some of the dithiane ©(-disulfoxide again gave the substance de-

composing at 225-30°. This product is absolutely white at room

temperature and has little or no odor. It is apparently an addition

U
Sincere appreciation is expressed to MLss Geraldine Vfestmoreland

for lier detailed study of the oxidation of dithiane by dinitrogen
tetroxide in chloroform solution to give a mixture of the «»<- and ft-

disulfoxides of dithiane. Her study included a ccanparison between
this method of preparation and the older method using hydrogen peroxide
(29). It Tiras her conclusion that the oxidation of dithiane to the
disulfoxides of the dinitrogen tetroxide method is superior to that
of the hydrogen peroocide method for the following reasons t (a)

dinitrogen tetroxide produces only the disulfoxides in 100 per cent
yield, whereas a slight excess of hydrogen peroxide is likely to
cause further oxidation of the disulfoxides to the trioxide or
disulfonej (b) the dinitrogen tetroxide method is less tixae ccnsuming,
reqi:lring at most 12 hours, whereas the hydrogen peroxide method
requires about two daysj (c) the laboratory manipulations are simpler
using dinitrogen tetroxide, since, if commercial dinitro^ien tet-
roxide is used, the only laboratory opeination beyond the very simplest
is the removal of excess dinitrogen tetroxide with a water punqp at

the end of the experiraent; use of hydrogen peroxide requires repeated
steam distillations and evaporati<^ of aqueous solutions to dryness.

Both methods produce predominately the <><- or trans-
disulfoxide and relatively little of the ft- or cis-disulfoxide.



ccmipound o£ dithiane o<~disulfoxide and diiiltrogen tetraxide, though

a few quantitative determinations failed to shoir a definite mole

ratio of sulfur to nitrogen. However, the ratio of sulfur to nitrogen

was always high*

The white solid obtained fran the sublimation of the dithiane

o<-disulfoxid6-dinitr0t;en tetroocide addition ccanpound contained sulfur,

but no nitrogen. This compound was identified by its melting point

of 205-7° to be dithiane monosulfone. The melting point of this

compound has been reported variously in the literature as 200° (30),

and 203° (31). Calculated for Ci^H8S202« C, 31.6 per cent; H, 5.2

per cent; found: C, 31.7 per cent; H, 5»U per cent,^

These results may be summarized as follows

t

,CH2.CH2.

S S

N.20^

,CH2^H2^ ^0

1^0* - 1506 > \h2.CH/%
Sixblime

/CH2.CH2^
S S

D^ ^GH2»CH2'^ ^0
.NgO^

q CH2»CH2.
s s

Recryst. fromRecryst.

•K2OU 95% EtOH

h%
CH2<!H2 CH2-CH2

s ^s + s'' ^s
0^ ^CH2.CH2 CH2.CH2'^ ^0

"^Analyses performed by Qalbraith MLcroanalytical Laboratories,
KnoKville, Tennessee*
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}&x±ng dinitrogen tetroxide with dithiane disulfone, under

conditions similar to those for the reaction between dinitrogen

tetroxide and dithiane oC-disulfoocide, gave no reaction. The dithiane

disiilfone was recovered unchanged in 100 per cent yield.



DISCUSSION

j^e of Addition Coi^ound Foimed Between the Sulfides and

Diniti^gen Tetraxlde > Addition compounds of dinitrogen tetroodde

tiavially contain the dinitrogen tetroodde either in an essentially

molecular form or in an essentially ionic form. We ntust consider

which form is the more likely for the case of the sulfide~Kij nitrogen

tetroodde addition compounds.

The donor atom in the svilfide Lewis bases Is^ of course^ the

sulfur atom. Since sulfur is a member of the oxygen family, it cotild

perhaps be inferred that sidditlon compounds of dinitrogen tetroodde

involving sulfur as the donor atom should resemble addition compounds

of dinitrogen tetroxide involving oxygen as the donor atom. From such

an analogy, it would be concluded that the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroodde

addition ccMipounds contain dinitrogen tetroodde in the form of un-

dissociated molecules* On the other hand, the sulfur atom is much

larger than the oxygen atom. Mainly because of this size difference,

the unshared electrons of sulfur are less strongly attracted by its

nixjleus than are the unshared electrrais of oxygen. Consequently,

sulfur shotild be a stronger electron donor than is oocygen. On this

basis, it could be argued that the sulfides may be strong enough Lewis

bases to lead to the dissociation of dinitrogen tetroodde into some

50
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ionic species. It thus becomes efvident that an attempt to predict

the nature of the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition con?)ound8

by analogy with previously studied addition compounds of dinitrogen

tetroxide is of little value.

Experimental evidence strongly suggests that the solid sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds are unstable under reduced

pressure, even at low tenaperature . If the sulfides are strong enough

Lewis bases to lead to the dissociation of dinitrogen teti-oxide into

ions, it Tiould be reasonable to expect that the resulting addition

coi^ounds would, under reduced pressure, be stable with respect to

dissociation into free acid and base. Thus, amines form addition

compounds with dinitrogen tetroxide which are stable with respect to

dissociation into free acid and base at quite low pressures, provided

the ten5)erature is low. Some of the heterocyclic amine-dinitrogen

tetroxide addition ccMiipoimds are thought to contain undissociated

dinitrogen tetroxide in the solid state (12), dissociation occurring

only in solution. It irouM seem unreasonable to think that the sulfide

bases should be stronger electrcm donors than the heterocyclic amine

bases and yet form addition compounds with dinitrogen tetroxide which

show less stability under reduced pressure than the heterocyclic

amine-dinitrogen tetroxide addition con5)Ounds. If, then, the sulfide

bases are no stronger, and are probably even weaker, electron donors

than t^e heterocyclic ardjae bases, it is reasonable to assume that in

the solid state, the dinitrogen tetroxide in the siilfide-dinitrogen
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tetroxLde addition compounds is not dissociated into ions.

However, vre miost consider the possibility that even though

the solid suifide-dinitrogen tetracide addition compounds contain

molecular dinitrogen tetroxide, some dissociation into ions could occur

in solution. The heterocyclic amine-di nitrogen tetroocide addition

confounds are, as a rxile, only sparingly soluble in ethyl ether.

The suifide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds, however, are all

soluble in ethyl ether, and, as a matter of fact, are apparently

someiriiat soluble in hexane. At least, they are vezy difficult to

precipitate from this solvent. This evidence suggests that ionic

species are not present to the significant extent in solutions of

suifide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds.

One further possibility which must be considered is that in

chloroform solutions, dissociation of the dinitrogen tetroxide into

ions may occur. It is a fact that predominately ionic addition com-

pounds of dinitrogen tetroxide vriLth aliphatic amines show increased

solubility in chloroform and other chlorinated hydrocarbons as compared

with less polar solvents. It could be argued from this fact that perhaps

chloroform is polar enough to cause the dissociation of dinitrogen

tetroxide into some ionic species. Frcan the data presented in Table

12, it can be seen that the freezing point depression is far less than

that which would be expected on the assun?)tion that either of these

sulfides gives an addition compoxind with dinitrogen tetroxide in some

ionic form. The formation of a 1;1 ionic type compound—the usual
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stoichicanetiy for addition compounds where the dinitrogen tetroxide

is iooiic—should lead to a freezing point depression of about 2,2 ,

at the concentration employed, for both of the sulfide-dinitrogen

teti^olde addition compounds. The degree of dissociation of an icmi.c

type compound into free sulfide and nolecular dinitrogen tetrojcide

should have no inflxience on the depression of the freezing point.

The removal of a molecule of dinitrogen tetroad^e and molecule of

sulfide through the forr^tion of an ionic type addition compotind would

lead to no reduction in total number of species present since a cation

and an anion must be formed each time a molecule of dinitrogen tetroxide

dissociates. The formation of addition coii5)ounds containing molecular

dinitrogen tetroxide would, however, lead to a reduction in the total

number of species present. There could, of coxirse, be sosne equilibrium

between a molecular type addition compound and an ionic type addition

compound. As given in Table 12, the freezing point depreBsiois of

chloroform prod\iced by the addition compounds of di-*i-butyl sulfide

and di-iaoamyl sulfide with dinitrogen tetroxide are l.i;?** and 1.25°,

respectively. These depressions are fairly small for the concentration

employed, and any such equilibrium could be expected to lie far to the

side of the molecular t^npe addition compound.

In stDnmary, thiree types of evidence indicate that ionic species

are absent, or at least unimportant, in the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide

addition compounds. These are as follows: (a) the instability of

the addition conqjounds under reduced pressure even at quite low
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(b) the relatively high solubility of the addition compotmds in sol>

vents of low polarityj (c) the relatively small depression of the freez-

ing point of chloroform caused by these addition compoiaidB*

The possibility that nitrogen dioxide radicals may be involved

in the addition caH5)oxDidb is remote. Certainly the equilibrium be-

tween dinitrogen tetroxide and nitrogen dioscLde radicals in chlorofoz^

solutions at tl:ie temperatures at which the dielectric constant measure-

ments were made would be displaced far to the dinitrogen tetroxide

side* The dinitrogen tetrooclde-ohloroform solutions were absolutely

colorless before mixing them with the sulfide-ciJLoroform solutions.

The phase diagram for the system chlorofono-diuitrogen tetroxide (32)

shows that no solid state compo\ind exists betwean tiiese substances,

and the mole nusiber calculated from the cryoscopic data is consistent

with the dinitrogen tetroxide formulation. Studies of volume changes

occujrring on mixing dinitrogen tetroxide and chloroform, at 0° and

below (33) f show that the solutions are almost ideal, k very slight

positive deviation from ideality le noted, but even tnis deviation

decreases with decreasing temperature. It is recognized that the

absence of nitrogen dioxide radicals before mixing the dinitrogen

tetroxlde-chloroform solutions and the sulfide-chloroform solutions

does not absolutely preclude their lormaticoi acid subsequent reaction

after mixing the solutions. However, such a svipposition lacks the

slightest support from any of the previously studied addition compounds
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of dinltrogen tetroxide and Lewis bases. Accordingly, the existence

of nitrogen dioxide radicals in these addition compotmds may be

considered to be highly improbable.

The conclusion most consistent isith the facts is that the

sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds which were studied

contain molecular dinitrogen tetroxide. It is upon this basis that tto

significance of the dielectric craistant sttdies will be evaluated.

Dielectric Constant Studies . Th© capacitance, C, of a con-

denser is the ratio of the charge, Q, on one of its plates to the

difference in potential, V, between its plates.

V

The capacitance is a function of the physical dimensions of the

particular condenser which is used as well as the nature cf the

dielectric, or insulation, between the condenser plates.''

The ratio of the capacitance of a condenser viith some par-

ticular substance as the dielectric, Cj^, to the capacitance of a

condenser with no material dielectric, i.e., a vacuum between the

plates, Cy^ is the dielectric constant, £ .

£ -_^
Cy

-^Capacitance and, therefore, the dielectric constant are also
functicms of pressure and temperature. However, since these inten-
sive variables are usually controlled, they do not represent additional
degrees of freedom in a given experiment.
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In practice, dry air is usually used instead of a vacuum, since in

most -vrork the difference in capacitance between dry air and a vacuum

ie negligible, I£ the same condenser, under identical conditions, is

used to determine both Cj) and Cy, the effects of th« physical dimensions

of the ccHidenser on these quantities will cancel when the ratio is

taken. It is thus unnecessary to know the condenser dimensicsas when

measurements are made with the same instrument* The dielectric

constant is independent of the particiilar condenser used and is a

fvinction only of the dielectric.

The well-known Clausius-Mosotti equation relates the dielectric

constant to the total molar polarization, P, of the dielectric.

p _ € - 1 , M where, M is molecular weight

£ + 2 d d is density

This relation applies best to gases* T?hen solutions are studied in

which one of the conponents is a non-polar substance, the assuisption

is usually made that this relation still holds. If the mole fraction

of component 1 be denoted as Nj^ and the mole fraction of ccmponent 2

as Np* then the Clausius-Mosotti equation assumes the foxrot

P - ^ ' ^ . ^^ l!L. . N^Pi + N2P2

If component 1 is taken to be the non-polar substance, then ?2. is its

total molar polarization and is a constant throughout, and the quantity

^Ibid.
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N]LPivaries linearly with Nj.* The quantity ^2^2* "^^^ hence ?2> ^^

than evaluated by difference. Tlie changes of P2 with N2 are used to

analyze the association process which occurs in such solutions Oh)»

There are sevez^al reasoais why the chloroform solutione of the

Bulfide-dinitrogen tetroocide systems which were studied are not amenable

to a treatment such as that just described* Chloroform is itself a

Bomewhat polar substance. Yet, it was necessary to find a solvent

which does not form a compound with dinitrogen tetroxide or with the

sulfides, and at the same time, the solvent had to have a low enough

freezing point to be a liquid at the low teirperatures required to

prevent cocidation-reduction, A consideration of these two factors

strongly indicated use of chloroform as the solvent*

Even if a suitable non-polar solvent could have been foxrnd,

an irvestigation over a large concentration range would have been

impossible using the experimental technique previously described.

Dinitrogen tetroxide is far too volatile to u.ake even moderately con-

centrated solutions by the relatively simple direct weighing method

vised in this work. Even 0.1 molar solutions of dinitarogen tetroxide

in chloroform (a very good solvent for dinitrogen tetroxide) are quite

difficult to handle at room tenperature without significant losses

of dinitrogen tetroxide* To investigate a wide concentration range,

more elaborate equipwaent would have been necessary. Should such

equipment have been made, there would still have been an element of

uncertainty in the interpretation of the results since three components
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would have been involved—the solvent, dinitrogen tetroxide, and the

sulfide* Since one of the purposes of thia study was to try to deter-

mine the stoichiometry of the suHfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition

c(Miipounds, the necessary infoiroation to reduce the three vaidables

to two variables—solvent and addition compound—would have been

lacking. Whether one would have been studying the association of the

sulfides with dinitrogen tetroxide, or the association among the re-

sulting addition compounds themselves, would not have been clear.

Undoubtedly, both of these effects would have manifested themselves

In the dielectric constant measurements. The separation of these

effects would pose a formidable, if not inpossible, theoretical problem.

The fact that chloroform is somewhat polar has an advantage,

however. Its polarity gives rise to a dielectric ccaistant, at the

temperatures employed, high enough to mask completely the contribu?-

tions of the dinitrogen tetroxide and the sulfides in the separate

chloroform solutions. It is felt that the increase in dielectric

constant above that of the separate solutions (essentially pure

chloroform) is therefore attributable almost completely to the resulting

addition compound. The maximum concentration used was 0.065 molar

for the separate solutions of the sulfides and of dinitrogen tetroxide.

The formation of an addition compound can only lead to a final con-

centration of the addition confound which is Isss than the original

concentration of the separate solutions. It is reasonable to conclvde

that the concentrations of all the addition coi^ounds studied were small
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enough to precliide significant interaction amaag the addition compound

molecules themselves*

Some interaction must occur between chloroform and the

addition ccanpounds. To deny such an interaction would be coii5>letely

unjustified. Yet, it seems altogether justifiable to assume that

such solvation of the addition compounds b;^'^ the chloroform is of a

similar nature for all of the co&^}ounds since the studies involved

an essentially homologous series of sulfides reacting utith dinitrogen

tetroxide* If wb proceed upon such an assumption, then, even °ohough

a qtiantitative argumfsnt is of doubtfixl value, qualitative and semi-

quaiititative trends shown by the dielectric constants of the various

sulfide-dinltrogen tetroocide systems can be interpreted in terms of

trends to be found among the addition compounds alone*

At the relatively low frequency used for the dielectidc con-

stant measurements, the total molar polarization of any species is

composed mainly of two factors* First, there is the contribution

from the presence of any permanent electric raoment or permanent

dipole moment. Seccmd, tiiere is the contribution from transitory or

iiiduced dipoles which arise from the imposed electric field, and which

also may possibly arise from an electric field created oy the nearby

presence of another molecule possessing a permanent or an induced

dipole* All molecules eothibit this aecoad type of polarisation to

some degree. Only in those molecules where thei*e exists a permanent

asymmetry of charge distribution is the first type of polarization.
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that caused by a permanent moment, exhibited.^

The magnitude of the permanent polarization is dependent

upon the temperature. Tiie higher the temperature the greater the

tliermal agitations of the polar species. This thermal agitation pre>

vents an efficient alignment of the dipole in the iiqposed electric

field, thus lowering the msasured polarization. Induced polarizaticsi

does not show this temperature dependence.

Induced polarization is ccai$)osed primarily of electronic

asymmetry produced by the imposed electric field or by the presence

of a field established b^r a neighboring species. The atoms of a

molecule may also have their nuclei slightly displaced by an imposed

electric field and hence contribute to the induced polarization.

However, since electrons are relatively mobile compared to the nuclei

of atoms, by far the more important factor of induced polarization is

the electronic effect. It will be assumed that electronic polarization

is the only induced polarization effect that need be considered in

the discussion of the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxLde addition compounds.

'A definite time, the relaxation time, is required for per-
manent dipoles to revert to a random distribution after the removal
of the inpressed field. If the frequency of the alternating field
is of the same order of magnitude as the relaxation time, the dipole
cannot re-orient itself, and only induced polarization is measured.
Since the relaxation time for a wide variety of polar molecules is
of the order of lO"^^ seconds, this effect does not appear until the

frequency of tto field approaches 10-^^ cycles/second and almost
certainly is not present when the frequency is less than 10° cycles/
second.
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We may write:

P • P^ + Pg where, P^ is the permanent polarization
Pg is the induced (electronic) polar-
ization

and, as before i

f - 1 M
*^u *

*^E £ + 2 d

Since the assun^jtion of non-5-nteraction between chlojroform and the

addition compounds cannot be made, there is no way to obtain a simple

relation for P^ + Pg which would apply to the addition conpounds

alone. However, if the assumption, previously discussed, that trends

in the total polariziation may be largely ascribed to changes in the

addition cOTipounds alone is valid, then we may sayt

(P^ + Pg) addn. ^ ( € 1)
cony. ( € + 2)

In Table 13, are listed values (multiplied by 10 for convenience) of

the quantity, y ^ " ^f for the maximum dielectric constant measured
(€ + 2)

for the sxilfide-dinitrogen tetroxide systems. Also listed are the

relative changes in this quantity (and hence in the quantity P^ + Pg)

in moving from addition coErpound to addition compound in the essentially

homologous sulfide series.

Basically, three points must be considered in discussing

the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition ccmpounds and their electri-

cal behavior. These points are the follofwingt (a) the trends
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mBLE 13

RELATIVE POIARI^TIONS OF THE SULFIDE - DINITROGEN
TETROXIDE ADDITION COMPOUivlDS AT -60°

System
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(35 )» (36), (37) • Included in these data are permanent dipole

moments in Debye units for the ethers and sulfides, and tlie indticed

electronic polarization in cubic centimeters for the sulfides.

I&BLE Hi

EUSCTRIC iCMENT Bkllk FOR SOME, SULFIDES AND ETHERS

Substance
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permanent dipole mcanant until diethyl sulfide is reached, after inhich,

further substitution of methyl groT;^s has no significant effect. The

usual explanation for this behavior is that the greater polarLzability

of methyl groi5)s over hydrogen atoms allows the sulflor atom to draw

electrons to itself more efficiently. This effect is one of a permanent

induction along the hydrocarbon chain, iriiich results In a greater degree

of permanent polarization within the molecule. However, this effect

dies out as soon as there is more than one saturated carbon atom

between the sulfur atom and the additional methyl group. This pheno-

menon is referred to as the "insvilation effect" of saturated carbon

atoms. This effect explains why the permanent dipole moment remains

constant when diethyl sulfide is reached. In addition to increasing

the permanent polarization of the molecule, the substitution of nethyl

groiqps for hydrogen atoms also causes the fvmctional group to display

greater polarizability. When the sulfides act as Lewis bases, there

must be present, of course, some Lewis acid—in this case, dinitrogen

tetroxide. An increase in the perTaanent polarization of the sulfide

woTild increase its strength as a Lewis base toward dinitrogen tetroxide,

by making the electrons more available to the dinitrogen tetroxide.

Howefver, an increase in the polariaability of the sulfide would also

Increase its strength as a Lewis base by making it easier for the

dinitrogen tetroxide to attract to itself the unshared electrc^s on

the sulfur atom. This greater polarizability does not manifest itself

until the sulfur at(»i is under attack by the dinitrogen tetroxide.
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Naturally, the polarization and polarizability effects which

were discussed in the pi*eceding paragraph would operate whenever a

sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compound is formed, regardless

of whether one happened to be measuring the dielectric constant of the

cojnpotmd or not. However, that the presence of a methyl group in

place of a hydrogen atom does lead to a greater polarizability is

reflected in the Pg term. The imposed electric field distorts the

molecules still more as methyl grovtpe are substituted for hydrogen

atcms. Table lli, indeed, shows that the Pg term continues to increase

regularly as methyl groups are substituted in the molecules.

It is now possible to suggest an explanation for the trend

in Table 13 • The increase in polarization of the diethyl sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide addition compound as compared with the dimethyl

sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compound reflects the increased

permanent mcment of diethyl STilfide over dimethyl sulfide. The greater

dipole moment of diethyl sulfide probably leads to a greater separation

of charge, or permaixent dipole moment, in the diethyl sulfide-dinitrogen

tetroxide addition compound. Furthermore, the greater polarizability

of dietl^rl sulfide may allow dinitrogen tetroxide to cause greater

distortion of the solfur atom in diethyl sulfide than in dimethyl

sulfide. Such an increased distortion of the sulfur atom should also

help to increase the permanent dipole moment of the diethyl sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide addition congpound.

The increased distortion of the sulfur atom by dinitrogen
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tetroxide in the dietliyl sulfide addition compound as con?)ared with

the dimethyl siiliide addition compound may also lead to a greater

induced polarization ty the imposed electric field. It first, it may

seem unreasonable to suggest that increased displacement of the elctrons

on the sulfur atom may make it easier to displace electrons even more

by application of an external field. But it must be remembered tliat

this discussion does not involve molecut s of diethyl or dimethyl

sulfides alone, but rather these molec\iles aus they exist in za addition

compound with dinitrogen tetroxide. Attention can no longer be centered

on the sulfur atoms alone. It is simply being suggested that Tfhen,

by substitution of a methyl group for a hydrogen atom, the sulfur atom

is more easily polarized by dinitrogen tetroxide, the electronic

distribution of the resulting compotmd nay be more susceptible to

displacement ty an external field. For example, the more complet-ely

the nitrogen atoms in a molecule of dinitrogen tetroxide gain control

of electrons from the sulfur atoms, the more ccsnpDetely the oxygen

atoms gain control of the electrons constituting the bond between the

nitrogen and oxygen atoms. The creation of the additional formal

charges on the oxygen atoms couH lead to greater induced polarization.

The relatively large increase in polarization, noted in Table

13, of the di-^-propyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compound

over the diethyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition con?)ound probably

is a result of increased polarizability of the sulfur atom. The

permanent dipole moment of di-n-propyl sulfide is about the same as
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that of diethyl sulfide because of the insulation effect. The greater

polarizability of the sulfur atom in di-n-propyl sulfide wouLLd aHow

greater distortion by dinitrogen tetroxide and hence a greater pei*-

manent dipole moment in the di-^-propyl STilfide addition confound

as compared with the diethyl sulfide addition conujound. Also, a

greater distortion may produce a greater subsequent induced polariza-

tion, as previously suggested.

The two remaining addition compounds in Table 13 not only

show no further increases in total polarization but even exhibit

slight decreases from the di-n-propyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide

addition compound. One reason for this observation may be a steric

effect coming into play as the l^ydrocarbon chain lengthens in the

successive sulfide molecules. The relatively large n-butyl and isoamyl

grovpa could serve to decrease the total polarization of the addition

compounds in which they are present by limiting the nunber of mole-

cules of dinitrogen tetrojcide in the addition compounds or possibly

by assimdng such positions as to cause a slight cancellation ox perma-

nent or induced polarizations, or perhaps both, in their addition

compounds.

It has now been suggested that three factors may cause the

tr«nd to be found in Table 13. First, an increase in the permaiient

dipole moment of the sulfide molecule leads to a greater permanent

dipole moment, and hence to a greater total polarization in the re-

sxilting addition compound. Second, the polari2iability of the sulfide
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molecule increases as methgrl groups are substituted for hydrogen atoms*

This gi*eater polarizability may help to increase the permanent polariza-

tion of the addition coiopound and it may also help to ii^crease the

induced polarization of the addition compound. Third, steric effects

may become an important factor as the hydrocarbon chains in the sulfides

lengthen. The first factor probably helps to increase the total

polarization of the dietl^l svilfide-dinitrosen tetroccide addition

compound over that of the dimethyl sulxide-dinitrogen tetroscide

addition ccanpound. This factor probably does not lead to further

increases in the total polarization of the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide

addition compounds involving sulfide hranologs higher than diethyl

etilfide. The second factor probably contributes to an increase in

total polarization for each successive addition compound in the

series. The third factor probably becomes ia$)ortai:it in the di-n-butyl

sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compound. This factor would

oppose the second factor and tend to decrease the total pola.rization

of the addition compounds of higher sulfide homologs.

A few dielectric constant measuretaents at temperatures higher

than -60 (Tables 2 and 6) show a general decrease in polarization

with increasing temperature for the addition compounds. This fact

Indicates the pi*esence of a permaL:;ent dipole moment in these addition

compounds.

Bis-(chloronethyl) sulfide and dinitrogen tetroxide apparently

do not form an addition con^joxnd under coiditions similar to those
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efflplp^ed with the other sulfides and dinitrogen tetroocide* The absence

of ai^ color when the two are mixed and the lack of an increase in the

dielectric constant over that of chlorofona alone STiggest that no

compound is formed* Color is apparently a good indication of the

formation of an addition compound between an organic sulfide and

dinitrogen tetroxide. There is fairly good correlation between total

polarization and color* To some extent, the higher is the total

polarization of the addition ccanpounds, the deeper red are their

colors. This affect is quite noticable among the addition confounds

where large changes in polarization occur* However, the colors of

both the di-n-butyl and the di-isoamyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide

compounds are very deep redj in fact, they are a bit deeper red than

the di-n-propyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition compound* The

differences in color, as well as the differences in polarization are,

however, fairly small for these three addition compounds* Shifts to

longer wave lengths in the colors of compounds are usually connected

with a general lowering of the energy of the system* The 3ack of any

color when an organic sulfide is mixed with dinitrogen tetroxide, at

low temperatures, can be ascribed to the lack of any lowering in

energy of the system, and thus to a lack of any strong interaction

between the molecules. The reason that bis-(chloromethyl) sulfide

does not form an addition compoimd with dinitrogen tetroxide, under

the same conditions as those for the other sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide

systems, is probably because the rather electronegative chlorine atoms
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decrease the electron density on the sulfur atom to such an extent that

electron donation by sulfur to dinitrogen tetroocide is not possible.

Reference to Table Hi shows that the ethers do not foHott the

same trend as do the sulfides with respect to their permanent dipole

moaents. The perQiarient dipole moments af the ethers do not increase

as methyl groups are substituted for hydrogen atoms; rather^ just

the opposite effect is observed. Oxygen is not nearly as polarizable

an atom as sulfur. This fact plus the fact ttjat tlm relatively small

size of the oxygen atom gives rise to a shielding or steric interference

by hydrocarbon chains (39) probably are prinarily responsible for this

difference betiween the sulfides and the ethers* This reasoning also

explains why addition con^^ounds between ethers and dinitrogen tetroxide

should show less polarization than the corresponding sulfide-dinitrogen

tetroxide addition coiiQ>oujKi8 • The systems n-batyl ether-dinitrogen

tetroxide and l,U-diaxane-dinitrogen tetroxide in chloroform solutions

(Tables 9 and 11, respectively) show an almost i»gligible change in

dielectric constant from that of chloroform. The more basic tetra-

hydropyran shows a very slight increase in dielectric constant ever

chloroform when mixed with dinitrogen tetroxide in the usual manner

(Table 10). These very slight changes in dielectric constant seem to

indicate that interaction is occurring, but that the total polarization

of the resulting compounds adds only slightly to the already moderately

high polarization of chloroform alone. If the relatively stable

cyclic structure of the IjU-dioxane-dinitrogen tetroxide addition
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compound is retained in chloroform solutions, this structure could

perhaps lead to a partial cancellation of charge separation and help

to reduce the total polarization.

The data for the system l,U'-dithiane-dinitrogen tetroxide

(Table 8) show a slight drift to higher dielectric constants as the

ratio of dinitrogen tetroocide to dithiane becomes very high. The

pale color which does appear, does so craly after sui induction period

following the mixing of the solutions* One possible explanation i«

that when the stoichiometry is anywhere near equi-molar amoimts of

dithisine and dinitrogen tetroxide, the stmcture of the addition com-

pound resembles that of the cyclic structure of the diaxane-<iinitrogen

tetroxide addition congjound. Calculations show that the dioxane

molecule in the "boat" form is sterically favorable for the formation

of a cyclic structure (2). In view of the much larger size of the

sulfiu: atom as compared with the oxygen atom, it is probable that an

analogous dithiane-dinitrogen tetroxide addition conpound -iwould not

be nearly as stable as the dioxane addition ccanpound. Interference

between the sulftir atoms in the "boat" form of dithiane would be much

more severe than interference between oxygen atoms in the "boat" form

of dioxane. The "chair" configxiration for dithiane is thermodynaraically

favored, as would be expected (UO), (Ul). It is likely that the ooa-

version frcar the "chair" to the "boat" configuration would reqtiire a

significantly higher activation energy in the case of dithiane than

for dioxane. The induction period before the appearance of a color
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after mixing the dithiane and dinitrogen tetraxide solutions can be

•jcplained as the time required for '•chair" dithiane to convert to

"boat" dithiane and then collide irlth a dinitrogen tetraxide molecule

in precisely the right way to form the relatively unstable cyclic

structure. Increasing the ratio of dinitrogen tetraxide to dithiane

may lead to the interaction of more molecules of dinitrogen tetraxide

vith the dithiane irhioh has already formed the cyclic addition compouxid

with dinitrogen tetroxide. Since both ends of the same dithiane

molecule would be under attack by dinitrogen tetraxide molecules,

further steric hindrance would be likely. The net effect of the

unfavorable spatial arrangements would be less efficient electron

donation and acceptance and, consequently, a relatively low total

polarization.

Reference to the curves in figures 7 through U shows a change

in the position of the maximum of the dielectric constant curves for

the addition conipoiinds as the sulfides are changed. Table 15 gives

the ratio of sulfide to dinitrogen tetraxide at the maximum dielectric

CMistant for these systems as read from the graphs.

The weakest base, dimethyl sxilfide, forms a 1j1 addition com-

pound with dinitrogen tetraxide in chloroform solution. There is a

shaiTp change in the apparent stoichiometry for the diethyl sulfide-

dinitrogen tetraxide addition conqioundj the proportion of dinitrogen

tetraxide is much higher in the latter compound. After diethyl sulfide,

the remaining sulfide-dinitrogen tetraxide addition compounds show a
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TLBLZ 15

APPABENT STOICHIOT/ETHT OF THE SULFIDE - DINITROOEN
ETROIIDE CGI^POIFaIDS IN CHLOHOPORiI SOLUTION
FROM DIEI£CTRIC CONSTANT HIASURElfEJJTS

System Mole Ratio i R2S/N2^i; ^^ ^ mSQCi

Dimethyl sulfide-dinitrogen 111
tetraxide

Diethyl sulfide-dinitrogen 1:2*5, or 2i5

tetroxide

Di-n-proKTl sxilfide- lt2
dinitrogen tetroxide

Di-«-butyl sulfide- 1:1.5, or 2

dinitrogen tetroxide

Di-isoamyl eulfide-dinitrogen 1:1»5* or 2»3
tetroxide
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gradual rediiction in the proportion of dinitrogen tetroxide. These

apparent empirical formiilas for the addition compounde apply to the

conpounds dissolved in chloroform. From the experimental data obtained

in this work, it is impossible to assess accurately the effect of the

solvent upon the apparent empirical formulas. Furthermore, empirical

formulas for the solid addition cc»npounds could not be obtained*

Therefore, the discussion of the significance of these results in

solution cannot be assumed to apply necessarily to the solid-state

addition compounds.

The 111 8toichic«netry observed for the dimethyl sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide ccmpound is not at all surprising. The large

size of sulfur may sterically prohibit electron donation by tiro sulfide

molecules to a single dinitrogen tetroxide molecule even from opposite

ends of the dinitrogen tetroxide molecule. The fairly strong basicity

of the sulfide may allow partial dcoiation of electrons to both nitrogen

atoms in dinitrogen tetroxide from the same sulfur atom. Sane of the

more basic monofunctiwial ethers form 111 addition compounds with

dinitrogen tetroxide, as well as the N20j,«2B type of ccMrpormd.

The change to the relatively high ratio of dinitrogen tetroxide

to sulfide in the dietJ^l sulfide addition compound is probably a

reflection of the large degree of polarization of diethyl sulfide as

con5)ared with dimethyl sulfide. Since electrois are more readily

available to dinitrogen tetroxide frcan diethyl sulfide, than from

dimethyl sulfide, a more favorable electronic distribution may occur
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when more than one molecvile of dinitrogen tetroocide takes part in the

electron sharing process. The Z&rge sxilfur atom is probably not

sterically hindered to a great extent by the ethyl groiips.

Di-n-propyl sulfide is more basic than diettyl sulfide, but

the prapyl gro-apa may exert enough steric hindrance to begin to limit

the number of dinitrogen tetroxide molecules which can efficiently

groi?) themselves around the sulfur atcrai. As preTiously 6uge,ested,

the steric factor may beccsne important trith di-n-butyl sulfide and di-

isoamyl sulfide* This factor could explain the further decrease of

moles of dinitrogen tetroxide per mole of sulfide for these addition

c(Xt$)ounds. As has already been pointed out, electronic effects tend

to lead to increased polarization of the addition ccnnpounds as the

hydrocarbon chain of the sulfide lengthens* Hovever, steric hindrance

also increases as the hydrocarbon chain lengthens and may tend to

decrease the total polarization. Apparently the most favorable balance

between these opposing factors, as far as total polarization is concerned,

is found in the di-n-propyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition com-

pound, as exemplified by the magnitxide of the £ values. Per-

manent polarization and polarizability effects are high in this addition

C0B5)0\iQd and steric effects, though beginning to appear, do not seriously

interfere. As a result, the di-n-propyl suJXide-dinitrogen te^ii^oxide

addition compound shows the largest total polarization.

The R2StN20]^ mole ratio of 1:2.5 for the diethyl sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide addition compoxmd can, of course, be written
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2x5 9 suggestiiig that p&riupa more than oiie sulfide iaolecale is to b«

found in a molecule of the addition compound* This argument is based

upon the assumption that onJy one complex is formed in the system and

that there is no ccxiplication, as was mentioned on page 15 of this

dissertation, arising from the presence of more than one equilibrium

in the system. These same possibilities also apply to the di-n-propyl

sulfide and di-isoamyl sulfide addition compounds, which also show

fractional mole ratios. The experimental technique employed may simply

be too inserxsitive to detect the tirue mole ratios. Even if this should

be the case, it is felt that the general discussion iirhich has been

preser.ted would be applicable.

Finally, ve should consider the shape of the curves in

figures 7 through 11* There is a sharpexiing oi the maximum as we pass

successively from the dimethyl sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide system to

the di-isoamyl sulfide-dinitrog;en tetroxide system. The simplest

explanation for this behavior is analogous to that employed to explain

variation of sharpness of mayi,Hia in ten5)erature-concentration phase

diagrams! viz., that "flatness" indicates dissociation of the compound

into its component parts. The sharper the maximum, the less is the

dissociation. In order to test this idea, a calculation, based on

cryoscopic measurements^ of the degree of dissociation, oi th* two

addition compounds showing the same stoichicanetry at the inaximum in

their dielecti*ic constant curves was made (Table 12). Di-n-butyl
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sulfide and dl'leoaioyl sulfide show the same stoichiometxy with diiiltro-

gen tetroxide (Table 15 )• However, the di-n-butyl sulfide-dinitrogen

tetrcxid.de system, according to the calcxilation, shcnrs a higher

degree of dissociation than the di-isoainyl sulfida-^iinitrogen tetroxide

system, likewise, the dielectric constant curve for the di-n-butyl sulfide-

dinitrogen tetroxide system (Fig* 10) is not quite as sharp at its

maximiaa as is the curve for the di-isoamyl sxili'ide-dinitrogen tetroxide

system (Fig. 11). Though this one coiiQiarison does not prove this

reasoning conclusively, it at least presents evidence from a different

experimental sovuxe which is consistent with the interpretation which

has been suggested for the shapes of the dielectric constant cuarres.

If total polaxiaation is assumed to parallel thermodynamic

stability, we are unable to explain why the di-n-butyl sulfide and

di-isoamyl sulfide addition compounds should apparently show less

dissociation according to the criterion of the shapes of the curves

while, at the same time, the di-n-propyl sulfide addition con5)ound

should show the highest total polarization of the cooq>ounds studied.

The answer may simply be that although large changes in total polariza-

tion give an indication of relative stabilities, total polarization

may, nevertheless, not be a strict index of the thermodynamic stability

of the addition compounds. It l^s been poirxtod out that steric factors

may be respcsisible for decreasing slightly the total polarization of

the higher sulfide homolog addition compounds from the total polariza-

tion of the di-n-propyl sulfide addition con5)ound. But this small
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dooreaee In polarization does not necessarily reflect any decrease

in thermodynamic stability* The generally deeper red colors of the

addition compounds and the generally sharper maxima of their dielectrie

constant curves as one proceeds up the homologotis series of sulfides

actually indicates that thermodynamic stability increases throu^out*

Qpcidation of Dithiane with Dinitrogen Tetroocide . The only

puzzling aspect of the series of reax;tlons associated with the oxidation

of l,U-dithiane by dinitrogen tetroxide is the formation of 1,U-

dithiane monosulfcsae as a sublimation product of the l,U-dithian©

o< "disulfC!xide«<i3 nj trogen tetroxide addition compound. The oxidation

of ditliiaiie by dinitrogen tetroxide to give mostly dithiane «^ -disulf-

CDcide plus a little dithiane /3"disulfoDcide was to be expected by

analogy with the oxidation of the aliphatic sulfides* The formation

of some addition ccMiipound between dinitrogen tetroxide and the disulf-

Qxides was also to be expected by analogy with the aliphatic sulfoxides*

The reversibility of the reaction of dithiane <K-disulfoxide with

dinitrogen tetroxide proves that there is no rearrangement within tha

molecules when the reaction is carried out at room temperature or

below* Strong heating does l^ad to rearrangement, however, oM the

following mechanism for the formtiblon of dithiane monosulfone is offered

in an attesipt to expledn this fact*
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Step I is the fornatlon of scuns addition cooQ^ound between dithiane

c< -dieulfoxide and dinitrogen tetroxlde* The formation of such an

addition confound would give rise to a foncal charge distribution as

indicated* A nitrogen to sulfur linkage, rather than a nitrogen to

oxygen linkage, is indicated for the addition ccanpotcid since neither

the alkyl sulfone nor dithiane disulfone form addition compounds

with dinitrogen tetroxlde. Dithiane ©C-disulfoxide is known to have

the "chair" configuration as pictured (U2). The sulfoxide oxygen

atoms are approximately 3 .5^ from the other sulfur atom to which they

are not bonded. This distance is sonswhat over twice the normal sulfur-

oxygen bond distance, but it is close enough for van der Waals forces

to operate. The presence of the dinitrogen tetroxide in the addition

compound could further reduce this distance, as indicated. The high

formal charge on the sulfur atom which is donating electrons to the

nitrogen would offer the possibility of the electronic rearrangement

at high temperatures as pictured in Step II. If such a rearrangement

occurred, the lorer oxygen atom would become positive and would migrate

toward the pair of electrons on the sulfur atom to which it was not

originally bonded. Tl» final products are given by Step III.

Of course, the second oxygen atom which is added to one of the

sulfur atoms to give the sulfone may come from the dinitrogen

tetroxide molecule, but if so, the abstraction of oxygen from the other

sulfttr atom remains to be explained. The suggested mechanism accounts

for all the observed facts.
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Oxidation of Trithiane with Dinitrogen Tetraxlde » Dinitrogen

tetroxide does not oxidize trithiane smoothly, as it does dithiane.

Apparently ring cleavage occurs with trithiane. Other Lewis acids

are known to cause ring cleavage with trithiane. Aluminum chloride

in benzene (ii3) and chlorine water (UU) both lead to the production

of free sulfur, among other things, when reacted with trithiane.

The amoiphous nature of the residue from the reaction of

dinitrogen tetroxide with trithiane and its low solubility in a variety

of solvents suggest the formation of polymeric substances. Polymeric

ethylene sulfides are known (U5)» and it is not xmlikely that products

of a similar nature are formed in this reaction.
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At temperatures near -60°, aliphatic and alicjnolic sulfides

react with dinitrogen tetroxide to form Lewis acid-base type addition

compounds. Previous work had shown that at higher temperatures,

oxidation-reduction occurs, leading to the formation of the correspond-

ing sulfoxides for the aliphatic sulfides. The present -urork has shown

that a similar oxidation-reduction occurs with l,li-dithiane, but that

ring cleavage occurs vdth tritliiane to produce free sulfvir, volatile

sulfur containing substances, and polymeric mateirials.

Evidence has been presented to show that the aliphatic

siilfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition corapounda contain molecular

dinitrogen tetroxide. In this respect, they resemble the ether-

dinitrogen tetroxide addition compounds, ifeasurements of the dielectric

constants of these s^olfide-dinitrogen tetro:dLde addition compounds and

also of sane of tiie ethei>"dinitrogen tetroxide systems, both in chloro-

form solutions, indicate that the sulfide-craitaining addition ccMnpounds

are much more polar than analogous ether containing addition compounds.

This fact can be attributed to the larger dipole mcsaents of the siilfides

compared with the ethers and the greater polarizability of the sulfur

atom than of the ctxygen atom. Both of these effects can lead to a

greater total polarization of the sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition

82
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compouxKis than of the ether-dinitrogen tetrox.-'.de addition con5)ounds«

The relative total polarizations of the sulfide-dinitrogen

tetroQcide addition compounds in cliloroform solutions are found to

increase, at firet, as methyl groups are substituted for hydrogen atome

in tlie hydrocarbon chains of the sulfide molecules* A maximum in total

polariasLtion is readied ^lith the addition coiupouiid containing di-n-

propyl sulfide. Further substitution of mettQrl groups in the stilfide

molecules gives addition ciMipoundB tirith dinitrogen tetroxide which

show slight decreases in total polarization from the dl-n~propyl

sulfide-dinitrogen tetroxide addition cwapouiid. Three factors are

suggested as the cause of this trejid. These factors are: (a) the

increase in the permanent dipole moment of the S'olfides, as methyl

groaps are substituted for hydrogen atoms mitil diethyl svQfide is

i-eached, leads to greater Lewis base strength in the sulfidc^s and,

conseqitently, to a greater pemanent dipole moment in the resulting

addition caapoundj (h) the increase in the polarizability of the sul-

fides, aa metliyl groigps are substituted for hydrogen atcuis, can lead to

a gr€iater per.nanent dipole moraent and a £;reater induced mOTaent in the

resulting addition compound; (c) the greater possibility for steric

hind3?ance from the hydrocarbon chains of the sulfides, as nethyl groups

are substituted for hydrogen atoras, may lead to a redtajtion in the

permanent or induced lutxncnts, or perhaps bothj in the resulting addition

compound*

Increases in thermodynamic stability of the sulfide-dinitrogen

tetroxide addition compounds apparently accompany large increases in
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the total polarization ol the coutpouuds* Small changes In total

polarization of these addition compounds are, however, not necessarily

connected with their stability. There are indicatioiis that the

stability of the addition compounds increases continuously as higher

hcmologs of the sulfides are used, up thrao^ di-isoamyl sulfide.

The dielectric coiistant data iriere treated so that an analysis

using Job's method of continuous variations is possible* In chloroform

solutions, the addition compound between dimethyl sulfide and dinitrogen

tetroxide shows a Itl stoichiometry* The diethyl sulfide addition

compound shows a much higher ratio of dinitrogen tetroodds than the

diciethyl suliide addition compound, A ratio of 1:2,5 (or 2:5) for

diethyl sulfide to dinitrogen tetroxide is found for this addition

compound. The ratio is 1:2 for di~n-propyl sulfide to dinitrogen

tetroxide, and 1:1,5 (or 2:3) for both di-n-butyl sulfide and di-

isoanyl sulfide to dinitrogen tetrojcide. The large increase in the

proportion of dinitarogen tetroxide to sulfide for the addition com-

pound involving diethyl sulfide as compared Tjith the addition compound

involving dimethyl sulfide is iiiterpreted as a reflection of the

increase in basicity of dietliyl sulfide as compared with diiiietliyl

sulfide. The gradual decrease in the proportion of dinitrogen tetroxide

to sulfide in the remaining addition coaaipounds is interpreted as

reflecting an increase in steric hindrance as the hydrocarbon cliain

of the siilfide lengthens.

The lack of formation of a stable addition ccsupound in
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chloroform solutions of l,]i-dithiane and dinitrogen tetroxids is

attributed to unfavorable steric effects. The possibility of partial

cancellation of separation of charges, and coiisequent decrease in

polarization, due to the fortoation of a cyclic structure, is also

considered. The lack of fonnation of an adaitiion compound in chloroform

solutions of bis-(chloromethyl) sulfide and dinitrogen tetroxide is

attributed to a decrease in basicity of the sulfide resulting from the

presence of the relatively electronegative chlorine atoms.

Dinitrogen tetroxide and l,U-dithiane <K-di8ulfoad.de foxTn a

solid, white addition compound, which is stable at room texuperature.

Consistent mole ratios of the disulfoxide to dinitrogen tetroxide

in this addition ccatQ)ound were not obtained* Hoiiever, the ratio of

disulfoxide molecules to dinitrogen tetroxide is fairly high in the

compound* Sublimation of this adcdtion compound at temperatures above

150 leads to the fonuation of dithiane monosulfone* A mechanism is

suggested for this rather unexpected reaction*
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AHPEMDIX I

JOB«S ICETHQD OF CQNTIMUQUS VARIATIONS

AssTime the follovdng equlHbriiim:

A + nB -j» kB^

Suppose that solutiorus of A and B are jxrepared, both with a concen-

tration of M moles per liter, and that they are niixed in varying

proportions iwhile always keeping the total volume, V, fixed. Assuming

volumes are additive, this procedure -will maintain a constant initial

total number of moles of A and B*

For convenience, the following notation will be used for the

system at equilibrium!

W = C-L

[bJ. C2

K] C
3

The following relatione hold at equilibidxam:

M(V — x)
(1) Ct = —

y
^ C^ TThere, x » volume of solution B taken

V

(2) Cg - -~- - nC3

C..V ^ 3 assuming that the equilibrium constant may
^'^' eq C-]^C^ be expressed in teiros of concentrations.
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If Co is expressed as a func:-ion of x, by the measurement of a suitable

physical property as x is varied, the necessary condition for a

maximum or a minimum in the function is J

(U) C^' - where, G* is the first derivative of Co with
respect to x«

From (3):

(3')C3-K^qC^C2^

Differentiation of (1), (2), and (3*) with respect to x gives:

(It) C^t -^-031

(2») C5' « JL - nC-'2
V

I

0") C^« - KeqCnCiCg''"^' + C^tCg^)

Appl^ring (U), (l')# (2'), and (3") become:

(1«») Ct« « - JL
^ V

(2'«) C2' --|-

(3"') nCiC2' + C-^'Cg -

Substituting (1 »
• ) and 2 «

• ) into (3 " ' )

:

(5) nCnJL - C^ -
»- V '^ V

Substituting (1) and (2) into (5):

(6) n(V - x) - x «

Solving (6) for nt

n V - X
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This result means that the determination of the volume ratio (and

henoe the mole ratio) of the components A and 6 which makes any

Illation of C^ as a function of x a maximum or a minimum affords a

calculation of n«
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appendix: II

CONSIMCT OF THE STAJTDAJID DINITROGEN
TETROXIDE-IN-CHK)ROFORM SOLUTIONS

In order to determine the effect of loss of dinitrogen

tetroxide, through evaporation, on the concentration of the standard

solutions, some quantitative determinations iirere made on these solu-

tions after exposure to the air» Use was made of the disproportiona-

tion reaction which dinitrogen tetroxide undergoes in the presence

of the hydroxide ion,

NgO]^ + 20ir ;5:^ NOg' + ND^"* + HgO

Kgq - 8 X 10^8 at 27° (U6)

Standard solutions of dinitrogen tetroxide of about 0»060

molar in chloroform were prepared. The solutions were exposed to ti»

air for several minutes and then five milliliter aliquots withdrawn

and titrated with standard sodium hydroxide solution. The titration

was followed with a Beckmann, Model Q pH Meter*

The results showed that maximum losses were such as to displace

the actual volume ratios of the dielectric constant curves about 1,2

milliliters toward a higher proportion of the various sulfides. A

shift in volume ratio of 1,2 milliliters would not greatly affect the

mole ratio of sulfide to dinitrogen tetroxide at the maxima of the

dielectric constant curves. The 1:1,5 ratio for di-n-butyl sulfide

and di-isoamyl sulfide to dinitrogen tetroxide would become approxi-
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mately 1:1«U» However, it is felt that this error represents an

i^per limit and does not reflect the actual losses encountered since

great care -was talcen to see that the solutions v/ere not exposed to

the air any longer than was absolutely necessary.
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APPENDIX III

ATTMNl'lENT OF TEMPERA.TURE EQUILIBRIUM
BY SOLUTIONS IN THE DIELECTRIC

CONSTAI^IT ME/LSORIi'JG CELL

All physical constants are expressed in English units since

a fvinction which was deteircLned graphically was expressed in these

units (U7).

The following assumptions were madei

!• The soluticMis are dilute enough to be treated

as pure chloroform*

2. The conductivity of the thin glass measuring

cell may be neglected*

3* Convection may be neglected*

U* The original temperature of the solution
(just after mixing the pre-cooled separate
dinitrogen tetroxide and sulfide solutions)

is -.31°F.

5* Shaking the measuring cell containing the
solution results in the solution assuming

the average temperature between the tenqjera-

tMre of the solution at its surface and the
tenqjeratiore at its center*

6* The effect of the nickel condenser plates
may be neglected*

The solution was pre-cooled for three minutes at -103 F, and

then given twenty minutes at -76°F before taking the capacitance

measurement*

The following symbols are usedt

© » temperature of solution at the center of the
measuring cell*
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dg « temperature of tte solution at its surface,

6 «= original unifonn temperatiire of the solution #

& = mean temperature of the solution*

k » mean therman cgndxictivity of chloroform »

O.OUSBtu/hr ft^ op/ft

Cp B»ar heat capacity of chloroform 0«)|lBtu/lb

P
" mean density of chloroform " 891b/ftr

d » diameter of measuring cell « 0.10l4ft

^' 69T0M '^'^^^

2 od +
f(c)^, t, d ) -a function of - g. determined graphically.

The following relation holds for this situation t

•*c = »s - (^B - ^o^^^*^ ' *' '^^)

Pre-cooling period 1

»g « -103°F

d^ - -31°J'

t « j _j- hp

p^t , 0.Q0135

(i2 20 X 0.0108

f(o(, t, d^) - 0.99

0.0063

»^. - -103 - (-103 + 31) (0.99)

^ -32°F
G

»,--^^^- -^'1^°^ --67°F
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Twenty-oiinute period t

»g - -760f

+ = 20 _ 1 u^
* "5o—r ^

Q<t 0.00135 _. _ ^ ^.-.^

-dz- 3 X o.Qioy ' °-°^^

f(«><, t, d^) - 0.1i5

»c - -76 - (-76 +67)(0,U5)

This calculation predicts that the temperature reached by the solution

in the measuring cell is within one degree of the reported temperature

(-60*^). Assumptions U and 5 are very ccaiservative and assumption 6

is reasonable since the heat capacity of a metal is relatively low.

Assumption 1 is undoubtedly quite justified and as8uiiQ)tlc»as 2 and 3

probably very nearly off-set one anotiier. It is felt tiiat on the

basis of this calculation and fr<xii a few direct measiirements* no

doubt can exist that thermal equilibrium was attajjied*
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